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BAFO Newsletter - Autumn 2008

President's Letter to Members

Dear Colleagues

The past two years have simply flown by and as I write I realise this will be
my last letter as your President. 1 am very proud and honoured to have been
given the opportunity to serve the Association and thank you the members
for electing me. I am also grateful for the tremendous support I have
received from the Committee.

RSM - BAFO Meeting, May 10th 2008:
Since I last wrote, BAFO held a very successful meeting in association
with the Royal Society of Medicine's Clinical Forensic and Legal Medicine
Section, under the current Section President, Professor Iain Wall, an FME
well known to BAFO members, especially those able to attend our Silver
Jubilee meeting in 2006, when Ian was a plenary speaker. The joint
meeting was well attended by members on both sides and the quality of the
lecture contributions, a majority of them from BAFO members, was widely
acclaimed. Hopefully, we shall be able to repeat this type of joint venture
on a future occasion in order to further strengthen ties with our sister
specialties and enhance opportunities for CPD.

Age Estimation and Asylum Seekers:
It is usually considered 'bad form' to identify contributions from particular
individuals on a committee but on this occasion I have no hesitation given
the items that I wish to bring to your attention. Many of you will know
better than I how Graham Ritchie has for many years worked tirelessly on
behalf of BAFO. During my tenure, it has been to all our advantages that
Graham has remained so committed to taking BAFO forward and not
letting it rest on its laurels; this approach is typified by his enthusiasm in
initiating, leading and co-ordinating the Home Office sponsored project on
Asylum Seekers and Age Estimation. Graham has been waiting for some
months for a response from the Home Office to the report he submitted on
behalf of the BAFO Working Group but literally as I write he has learned
they wish to take the recommendations forward; in due course, we are
hoping that the Home Office will allow BAFO to publish the report in the



'password protected' area of the website.

Your committee has been occupied in recent months with two further
projects that have Graham's fingerprints all over them, metaphorically
speaking, together with, for one of the items, those of our erstwhile and
currently solitary Honorary Life Member and Police Liaison Co-ordinator,
Dr Roger Summers!

NPIA & Peer Review:
The subject of Peer Review has emerged as a topic requiring our urgent
attention in light of the National Police Improvement Agency's (NPIA)
requirement that all persons wishing to be accepted on to the official NPIA
list of Forensic Odontologists must be able to show evidence that they are
participating in ongoing and credible Peer Review, for example, those on
the NPIA list that are already CRFP Odontology-registered and are subject
to periodic review will not be required to engage in a separate system.
However, those aspiring to the NPIA list and not currently on the CRFP
register, and who for whatever reason do not intend to apply to CRFP, will
be invited to submit to a confidential system of BAFO-operated Peer
Review, that will be closely modelled on the CRFP scheme but
administered within and by BAFO. Details of the BAFO scheme will be
circulated by Graham in the near future to all non-CRFP registered BAFO
members that have been informed their names have gone forward for
inclusion on the NPIA list; 1 will also be speaking to this topic as part of
my Presidential address at the AGM in Aldermaston.

As part of their efforts on our behalf, Graham & Roger have attended a
number of meetings with the NPIA and have been seeking to simplify as
far as possible the inevitable bureaucratic form-filling that accompanies the
setting up of such lists etc. In this context, Graham & Roger had hoped that
BAFO having vetted and endorsed potential entrants for admission to the
NPIA list, might be spared the need to complete the NPIA's official CV
form; sadly, as I write this appeal's not to be the case. Your committee is
extremely grateful to both Graham & Roger for the lime ;md effort they
have put into their past & ongoing negotiations wi th N P I A mi our behalf.

BAFO & Mentoring:
The second area in which Graham has been to the forefront is that of
'mentoring', a subject that BAFO has made previous but largely short-lived
and unsuccessful attempts to tackle; in practical terms, how is BAFO to
encourage and support its younger and newer members so that they can
achieve appropriate and regular hands-on experience of casework in a
relatively protected and suitably supervised environment? In this context,
succession planning is not something that those of us nearing the ends of
our careers are inclined to give much thought to! Nor are we very good at
casting our minds back to the time when we started out with our own first
case, first report, first visit to a police station, first visit to a mortuary or,
and perhaps most memorable of all, first court appearance and cross-
examination! In my own case, and I'm sure it's equally true for others, I
gained my experience 'on the job', as it were, though in the early days I did
have the all-important guiding hand of a Home Office Forensic Pathologist
who acted as a sort of mentor. The fascinations of our subject to current
generations of dental students have not dimmed; if anything they have
increased with greater opportunities for today's undergraduates to pursue
electives abroad and many of them choosing the forensic option, Canada,
Australia, South Africa and Norway are just a few of the venues that I have
been able to direct students to through my/our international contacts. These
young people are keen to develop their forensic odontology interest on
graduation and one way in which they can do that is by joining BAFO; a
smaller number of them will really get bitten by the bug and will want to
consider a specialist qualification such as a Diploma or Master's degree. If
these enthusiastic entrants to our specialty are to be encouraged and guided
in a way that maintains and enhances the standards of professional practice
that we ourselves aspire to, they will need to be given the opportunity early
on to 'win their spurs' in a helpful and encouraging environment.

Mentoring offers BAFO the opportunity to do this for the next generation
and your committee looks forward to taking this project forward; the
committee has discussed and agreed, in principle, a paper from Graham
with input from others outlining his thoughts on a way forward; it is the
committee's wish that the proposals be circulated widely among the BAFO
membership for comment; I am confident that we will have some more
refined proposals from Graham that you will be able to consider at this



year's AGM in Aldermaston; speaking of which !

The Manor House Hotel - Aldermaston - 7th to 9th November 2008
1 am hopeful that by the time you are reading this you will have received
separately a Booking Form and covering letter about the imminent Autumn
Meeting; indeed, I shall be hoping that many of you will have already
returned a copy of the form to me with a cheque! I must apologise
personally for the somewhat late arrival of the Booking Form and the still
only 'Provisional1 programme of speakers for the Saturday. The reasons
are largely a function of the rather remote location chosen for the meeting
and the absence of BAFO members living in the near vicinity; with the
benefit of hindsight (never the most reliable of guides!) we should
probably have gone for somewhere that speakers would have found more
easily accessible, certainly a thought for the future. That said it is a
delightful hotel and I'm sure those that attend will not be disappointed by
either the venue or the speakers. I'm sure when he recommended it to the
committee and booked it that the late Chris Rowlinson had in mind its
relative proximity to London and the Home Counties, at least as compared
to my stamping ground of the Peak District & Buxton. So, if you haven't
booked yet please do so promptly when you've read this!

The Presidency 2006 - 2008:
As 1 said at the beginning of this letter the last two years have flown by;
looking back one tends to see the highpoints in terms of the major events
and I certainly count myself lucky to have been inducted as part of
BAFO's Silver Jubilee meeting in November 2006. The attendance of so
many founding members and their participation in the excellent lecture
programme at Aylesbury not to mention the superb Gala Dinner at Halton
Hall, RAF Halton made the occasion truly memorable; Brian Chittick's
many contributions on site and Roger Summers' at a distance (have you
ever come across a better MC?), not to mention his chauffeuring of us both
down there on at least two separate occasions, were greatly appreciated.
No sooner had I recovered from the organisational stress of the Silver
Jubilee than we were off to Jersey for a wonderful Spring Meeting in 2007
hosted by Paul Liddiard, now affectionately referred lo ;is 'Lord Liddiard'
by those of us who attended and heard Her Majesty 's i l m - t representative
on the island, Sir Philip Bailhache, U a i l i l l of .k-isi-v ;nn! President of the
Jersey Government, speak so glowingly ami affectionately of Paul's status

in the Island's political hierarchy. Joking and teasing apart, we had a
wonderful time, Paul and are so grateful to you and Beth. The Autumn
Meeting for 2007, on my patch as it were, in Buxton was not without its
stressful moments for the organiser and your committee when it looked as
if the numbers attending might threaten the financial viability of the event
owing to the hotel's draconian interpretation of the contract it made with
BAFO over room and dinner reservations! Ah me! To quote some bard
from Stratford-upon-Avon, "all's well that ends well'1 and for me the
quality of the Saturday lecture programme was more than adequate
compensation for the admin and hotel management hiccups (I was going to
write something that sort of rhymes with 'hiccups' but thought better of
it!)! There's no rest for the President of course, as my successor, Bill
Shardlow, will shortly be finding out and no sooner was Buxton over than
we were planning for the very successful BAFO-RSM Meeting in May
2008 and, of course, Aldermaston which is only just around the corner and
when I shall hope to see many of you there.

I have acknowledged the considerable input and support I've received from
the committee generically and I've named a few who for reasons best
known to them have done more for me than I deserved; it would be churlish
in the extreme not to also thank the two Hon Secretaries that have had to
put up with me and my obsession with proof reading etc, namely, John
Sellar up to the AGM in 2007 and Simon Sampson for the last 12 months;
thanks to them both for their many sterling efforts on my behalf

Best wishes
Geoff
g.craig@sheffield.ac.uk; and/or geoff@whirlow.plus.com

NOMAD PORTABLE X-RAY

CIFA now has access to these excellent machines for use on site and
have introduced many members to them.

Anyone who has not so benefited and would like to should contact:

orJOHN ROBSON
Tel: 01749 838763

TOM BLACK of CIFA
Tel: 01569760022



Spring meeting with Royal Society of Medicine

Paul Phillips

A joint meeting with the clinical forensic and legal medicine section of the
RSM was held on 10th May at the RSM's imposing premises at 1 Wimpole
street in London. The theme for the conference was "Forensic implications
of the mouth and face".
After a short welcome by section president, Ian Wall, Jim Hardy began the
meeting by explaining the role of the Forensic Odontologist. Jim covered
this wide subject comprehensively and concisely in the short time allowed
him.
He was followed by Geoff Craig who discussed the subject of bite mark

individuality. He told how, during the celebrated case involving Leeds
united football players, he had been challenged in court to state the number
of males in Leeds who had similar patterns of rotations, fractures and
displacements of their teeth as the accused. At the time this information
was not available. As a result, in conjunction with Ronald Kouble, they had
examined the natural dentitions of 200 adults and collected data for
intercanine distances, and tooth rotations, displacements, overlaps,
fractures and spacing and determined their frequency distributions.
They compared the features identified in the accused's lower front teeth
with the data obtained for the comparable parameters in the 'normal'
population they had studied. They discovered that the biter's lower
dentition was not repeated in this sample although individual features of
the dentition occurred with variable exclusivity.
Geoff concluded that bite mark individuality was important and was
worthy of further study.
In the run up to the morning break Dr Felicity Nicholson talked about the
risks of infection from bites.
Dr Nicholson explained that 75% of bites seen in A&E were caused by
dogs and 10-30% of these would be infected. Human bites were 9-50%
likely to be infected in comparison with between 1% and 12% of all other
wounds. The infection rate increased where wounds were deep, in puncture
wounds and those involving fractures. Certain individuals were also more
at risk such as diabetics and those sutiering from liver dysfunction such as
alcoholics. Complications could be serious and common ones were
endocarditis, septicaemia and meningitis.

The mouths of dogs contained multiple bacteria such as tetanus and viruses
and in the light of recent incidents rabies must now be considered. Humans
frequently carried Tuberculosis and syphilis as well as the better known
viruses for Hepatitis B and C and HIV.
The risk of infection from HepB, although found in saliva, was low but if
blood was involved the risk of infection was between 10-30%. Hep C was
not found in saliva but the risk from blood in a bite was relatively low at
1.8%. Post exposure prophylaxis for suspected HJV infection should,
ideally, be applied within an hour of the injury but can be administered up
to two hours later if necessary.
Freddie Martin then discussed the problems of bite mark evidence in court.
Having shown a variety of injuries inflicted by the assailants teeth he went
on to describe the various ways that the evidence might be presented in
court illustrating each technique with examples from his wide experience.
Freddie was followed by Ron Foden who described the case of a police
officer who claimed that an assailant had bitten his forearm through his
jacket and shirt. Ron came late to the case as a defence adviser but was
surprised that the photographs showed a superficial impression of two
arches on the forearm of the officer. Impressions and overlays
demonstrated that the accused could not have made the marks. Ron
compared two photographs of the bite mark taken two days apart and
realised that in relation to a mole on the officer's arm the bite marks were
in different places on each photograph but the police officer refused to have
impressions taken. A full face photograph of the officer showed a midline
diastema which was also present in the bite mark.
In court the judge, when he learnt that the officer had not submitted himself
to impressions, severely criticized the officer and his superiors for their
lack of cooperation and dismissed the case. Surprisingly no one pursued the
officer for attempting to pervert the course of justice.
John Clement, visiting from Australia, suggested that bite mark analysis
was a misnomer. He was concerned on several levels. Firstly he felt that
there was an emotional and coercive pressure on the Odontologist when
shown a bite mark. John thought that there were many factors that influence
the nature of the bite mark and variability and the difficulty of establishing
if all the marks had been inflicted at one time created problems.
He went on to illustrate the problem by reference to the Carrol case in
Queensland where the conviction was overturned due to the inconsistencies
in the dental evidence. Although all of the dentists involved agreed the



accused was guilty the dental evidence was regarded as unsafe since their
opinions and interpretation of the evidence were different. John also
mentioned the Krone case in Arizona where the man accused of rape was
convicted by dental evidence only to be released after serving ten years in
prison when DNA evidence pointed to a different person.
He went on to point out that bite marks are three dimensional but analysed
from two dimensional evidence. He was concerned that the increasing use
of computers in bite mark analysis gave a spurious scientific view of
something that is essentially subjective.
In John's department in Melbourne they had been working on simulated
bites and photographing them in both two and three dimensions. All were
within the 4.4mm mean but the three dimensional images were all more
accurate.
Arising from this work they found that depending on the level of detail
selected bite marks are not unique and that several different dentitions
could be matched to a bite mark in skin.
In conclusion John thought that although the value of bite mark evidence
should not be disregarded the evidential weight that was assigned to bite
marks was sometimes inappropriately high.
Following what was certainly the most imaginative lunch I can remember
enjoying at a conference, though admittedly not to everyone's taste, the
afternoon began with Graham Ritchie discussing age estimation. This talk
was covered in the last edition of the newsletter.
Dr Deborah Hodes a Community Paediatric consultant then talked about
child protection issues affecting the face and mouth. Dr Hodes explained
that 1 in every 11 children in the UK was subjected to physical abuse and
abused children represented 1 % of all A&E attendances with the highest
risk amongst those children under twelve months old.
The signs of abuse might be various but, for instance, a history of A&E
attendances or repetitive injury may raise suspicion. Other common causes
of suspicion were unexplainable accidents or unlikely circumstances and,
sadly, poverty was also a factor in suggesting abuse in children.
A systematic review of papers by a team from Wales described patterns of
bruising by position and by frequency that might indicate abuse. Some
injuries, for instance were rarely accidental but common in cases of abuse
and Dr Hodes suggested that in non mobile infants bruises in clusters or
away from bony prominences would arouse suspicion.

49% of cases of abuse showed oro-facial injuries and 8% have intra-oral
injuries. Intra-oral injuries include bruises to the lips and mucosa and dental
and gingival trauma but Dr Hodes emphasised that a torn fraenum is not
pathogonomic of child abuse.
Finally she though that dentists had little knowledge of Child Protection
Guidelines and may, in any case have many reasons not to report
suspicions such as fear of litigation or violence to the child or themselves.
This was an interesting paper which perhaps confirmed the findings of
Vanessa Lee reported in the last newsletter that Paediatricians had little
understanding of dentists or their ability to contribute to various forensic
issues. Dr Hodes bravely, but perhaps unwisely in this audience, articulated
the discredited idea that child and adult bites could be distinguished by
measuring the inter-canine distance, a suggestion that was gently and
tactfully refuted by session Chairman Geoff Craig demonstrating masterly
restraint.

Mr James Gallaghaer, a Consultant Oral and Maxillae Facial Surgeon from
Northampton then spoke on Jaw and facial injuries a subject probably
familiar, in theory at least, to half the audience. Of interest, however were
the remarkable statistics he quoted.
40% of the injuries he saw were due to falls in the home and mostly
involved children. However 11% of these falls were due to alcohol abuse.
Overall 90% of those victims over the age of 15 years had sustained their
injuries due to abuse of alcohol.
John Robson followed by discussing the Teeth in Mass Disasters and gave
a comprehensive tour of the role of forensic odontology in these situations
illustrated by reference to the many disasters that he has attended. He
concluded by appealing for better records and radiographs to be kept by
general practitioners and hospitals. John was followed by Bill Shardlow
who presented the successful identification using facial superimposition of
a father and son killed in the Sri Lanka Tsunami. This case he presented at
the Buxton Conference and it was more fully reported in the last edition of
the newsletter.

Sadly, at the last minute, Cath Adams was unable to attend what had
proved to be a thoroughly enjoyable and interesting day so hopefully she
will present her enigmatically entitled paper "The future is not an
Inheritance, it is an opportunity and an obligation" at a later date.



Nomad training by CIFA

Paul Phillips .

More than twenty BAFO members have attended training sessions in
Edinburgh this year, organised by the Centre for International Forensic
Assistance, on their newly acquired Nomad units. For those unfamiliar
with Nomad it is a hand held x-ray unit slightly larger than a domestic
power drill, that linked to suitable software and a laptop is capable of
producing, storing and editing radiographs of remarkable quality.
Three prototype Nomads were made available to the international team
working in Thailand in 2005. At that time the units were used with
conventional film and full accreditation had not been obtained so there
were some health and safety issues at the time.
Nevertheless almost everyone using the units was taken with their
potential.

Three years later with full health
and safety accreditation now in
place CIFA has acquired two units
together with the necessary
laptops, software and digital
sensors for deployment when
necessary.
The one day course consists,
firstly, of an introduction to the
hardware which comes in a hard,
wheeled case containing the unit
itself and, also, a backpack
containing the laptop and enough
cables and adapters to cover every

|U 111 * imaginable combination of
^••MV" ~ foreign sockets, voltages and

other improbable
situations that might be encountered on an overseas deployment. The
backpack also contains a small digital camera and its cables.

The unit's case is heavy and owing
to the high cost of the units andr their possible exposure to damage

^^^^M on route CIFA has decreed that
{jff both case and backpack will be

carried as hand baggage and not
consigned to the hold of the aircraft
on deployment. I suspect that the
hard case will be too heavy for the
average aircraft overhead locker so
a cooperative cabin crew will be
necessary.
Following the introduction to the
hardware the course continues with
an explanation of the software that
accompanies the unit. This is

initially rather confusing but it all falls into place in the practical session
which follows.
CIFA tries to keep the number of people attending each course to around
six allowing everyone ample time to practice on one of the two nomad
units available.
The Nomad unit is a high frequency, constant potential x-ray generator
which reduces skin doses relative to traditional half wave (AC) generators,
although this is of limited importance in the mortuary. With fixed high
voltage of 60KV, and current of 2.3mA, the only operator input is the
exposure time. The unit weighs less than 91bs and comes with two
rechargeable battery packs that are each good for around 100 exposures.
Initially each member of the group has the opportunity to both take
radiographs of the skulls provided and to play with the software until they
are reasonably proficient. The second half of the course consist of each
participant taking a set of full mouth radiographs and two clinical
photographs and incorporating them into a patient file.
Exposures on the skulls can be as low as 0.07sec, although some digital
manipulation with the laptop is necessary at these levels to improve the
contrast of the images. Clinically, and on intact bodies, exposures will be
higher but in the mortuary exposures as low as 0.12sec may be sufficient.
American studies based on their experiences in the mortuary, post Katrina,
generally used exposures of 0.25s but our experience, admittedly on skulls,



suggest that this is rather high.

There are inevitably doubts in some minds about the hazards of waving x-
ray generating tubes around in mortuaries and undoubtedly good discipline
is essential when using this system particularly when used in situations

where the tables are
placed close to one
another. This situation
is illustrated in the
picture on the left
showing the prototype
in use at Thailand's Site
1 mortuary.
However a study by
Hermsen, Jaeger and
Jaeger published in the
Journal of Forensic
Science entitled"
Radiation Safety in the
Nomad portable X-ray

system in a temporary Morgue Setting" clearly showed that the monitored
dose was well within the acceptable levels required by the radiation safety
guidelines:

"The results show that the maximum scatter radiation dose to any team
member was 4.4 uR per X-ray or 0.253 millisieverts (mSv) for a 2-week
deployment and 0.506mSv for a 4-week deployment. Therefore, the
leakage and scatter radiation dose from the Nomad™ was insignificant
compared with established radiation safety guidelines of 50 mSv per year
for all team members. "

This view was endorsed by a team from the School of Dental Medicine in
Stony Brook, New York. Their article, published in the Journal of
Dentomaxillofacial Radiology, concluded:

"Our data has shown that the Nomad presents risks that are no greater
than with standard radiographic units to the patient or operator and the
measured dosages are well below recommended levels "

CIFA hope to run more courses later in the year and it is strongly
recommended that those who wish to be deployed by CIFA should attend
them. The day course is held on Fridays at the Royal Scots Club in central
Edinburgh.
This provides an ideal opportunity to bring your partner and enjoy an

extended visit to this attractive and exciting City over the weekend.

References:
1. Dentomaxillofac.Radiol. 2008 Feb 109-112

Gormen, Bonavento, Biernaki and Colosi

2. Journal of Forensic Sciences. Online 2008
Hermsen, Jaeger and Jaeger.

Published with permission of CIFA.

CONFIDENTIAL

Thailand Tsunami Disaster Victim Identification.
(Absolutely the last word!)

Sitrep date: 20th March 2008

Members may be interested in the final figures for the Tsunami operation in
Thailand. The International operation was taken over by the Royal Thai
Police in December 2005 when the Information Management Centre was
moved from Phuket to Bangkok. The Royal Thai Police have now decided
to close the IMC and call an end to the operation.

In March, BAFO Members, John Robson and Paul Liddiard visited
Thailand and were able to visit the IMC in Bangkok. The information
included in this article has been given to them by Police Lt. Sarranuch
Intarachote, The Repatriation Team Leader and is confidential to members
of this association.



Identifications CONFIDENTIAL

Identifications
Unidentified
ID ratios

Total
3303
458

87.82%

Non Thai
1975
157

92.64%

Thai
1328
301

81.52%

Bodies/Remains held at Site One

Sitel
Total held

422
Not ID

381
For release

34
Released

7

The bodies that have not been identified include one skeletonised body
found at Tai Mund which is awaiting full autopsy. There are also eight
bodies that have been returned to site 1 as incorrectly identified but after
cremation!
Those awaiting release include 9 Thai, 24 Burmese and 1 Nepalese. The
Nepalese embassy is unable, so far, to locate any family for its national.
The Burmese government is, alas, the Burmese government! And the AM
team are working to contact the relatives of the Thai victims.
301 Thai nationals and 157 foreign nationals; mostly German and
Scandinavian, are unidentified. Six British, including one six month old
infant, are missing.

AM/PM Plasdata entries.

AM Plasdata
entries
PM Plasdata
entries
No AM Data

Total
3761

3696

65

Non Thai
3132

Thai
1629

At the time this report was compiled it was expected that, within the week,
two further identifications would be established from a combination of
fingerprint and DNA evidence.
It was, then, intended for the Royal Thai Police to close the IMC and draw
a line under this incident.

Interpol Standing Committee Meeting
Lyon 21st-23rd May

John Robson

In the spring of 2008, I was asked by UK DVI to become a member of the
Interpol Standing Committee on DVI and attend their meeting in Lyon,
France in May.

The meeting was opened by the director of Interpol, Mr Brian Minihane,
and this was followed by numerous reports from the various committees
and working groups which outlined their activities over the previous year.
Mick Free, the UK DVI coordinator, outlined the steering group's terms of
reference and Derek Forest, who some of you I'm sure will remember as
commander of the IMC in Phuket, explained the details of the working
group formed to evaluate the lessons learned from the tsunami operations.
Michel Perrier (a BAFO member from Switzerland) then presented a paper
which discussed the few courses available for odont. training.

In the afternoon, 3 "breakout" groups were convened:- odontology, police
and pathology. The odontology group consisted of 22 members
representing various countries including, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
France, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Indonesia, Hong Kong, Israel, etc. There were 5 items on our agenda which
I list below with a brief resume of the discussions.

A) Certification (or Approval) of Dentists Working in DVI Situations.

This arose due to the realisation that some dentists working in the tsunami
procedures had had no formal training in forensic odontology. After some
discussion it was decided that for Interpol to certify or examine individuals
would be difficult in practice (and financially unviable) and it would
therefore be more sensible to rely on each individual nation's team leaders
to ensure that those deployed were suitably qualified and experienced.
Those whose experience was limited would be expected to be mentored
carefully and not work alone.



B) Contracts for DV1 Work

Howard Mace from NZ explained that he had sent emails to forensic
odontologists around the world inquiring about contracts (did we get any in
UK?) and received replies from only 7. The reasoning being that odonts
should be aware of any contractual arrangements before agreeing to
deploy. These include such things as insurance, payment on an hourly or
daily rate, payment to cover travelling, inoculations and loss of practice
income. This is, of necessity, variable depending on each country and their
own practices, however there is no reason why there should not be overall
guidelines for such matters. Further more detailed questionnaires are to be
issued.
I did note that no other country seems to have a CIFA type arrangement.

C) Plassdata Dental Codes

Unfortunately, this was discussed only very briefly as changes were
imminent and would be discussed at a later date. The general changes as I
understand are that the number of options and descriptions would be
reduced significantly. There is now version 2.4.2 and this summer version
3 should be available. The working group is still liaising with the Plassdata
experts to refine the program especially with the search fields and
comparison reports. Watch this space!

D) Removal of Jaws during DVI Examination

Not long before the meeting I was asked to write a short report indicating
my personal views on this subject, (see Annex 1 - at the end of this article)
and other odonts had been similarly actioned. Certain individuals (from
Norway and France) still see no reason why both jaws should not be
resected and examined away from the body! so the discussions became
quite animated -even heated!! Finally with great diplomacy David Sweet
(the chairman) managed to get a recommendation passed albeit with some
ifs and buts! (see Annex 2)

E) A Questionnaire regarding TTV1 Operations

This apparently had been circulated to national teams (!) and the results

sent to the steering group chaired by Derek Forest for inclusion in the
overall TTV1 results. It appeared there were 10 replies from UK ( does
anyone know who they were?) indicating that we do not have a "national
team" and one does not need a postgraduate qualification to do DVI
(dental) work. Needless to say I mentioned my disquiet at this information
and was promised a further follow up on it.

Altogether this breakout session was extremely useful (really the best part
of the meeting) ... the only problem being that with 22 members all having
an opinion it was sometimes difficult to get a word in!

On the second day the complete meeting reconvened and various casework
papers were presented from Denmark, Sweden, Barbados, Greece and
Indonesia. Professor Linblom from Sweden explained that DNA had
accounted for more than a third of the identifications in the tsunami
tragedy. ( A little bit different from the figures I obtained at the close down
of the IMC in Phuket at 16.12.05!!! )
In the afternoon there were presentations from the Netherlands, UK
(Debbie Dickinson on our FLO training) Indonesia and again UK (Steve
Tolmie who was the SIM at the 1-2-GO air crash in Phuket)

On the last day, the chairmen of the various working groups who had met
on the first day gave their reports to the full standing committee on their
discussions and future inquiries. Later a superb and very sensitive
presentation was given by Pamela Dix who is executive director of Disaster
Action. She had lost a brother at Lockerbie and gave the perspective from
the family of the victims of a mass disaster. We were all visibly moved and
it brought home to us all the reasons for DVI.

In summary a very useful meeting and there is much ongoing lively debate
on the various topics. I feel it is extremely important that UK DVI has an
input into these discussions particularly on the odont side which I
understand has been minimal up till now.

Annexl
Postmortem Jaw Disarticulation

Comments and Recommendations



I can see no reason at all for removing the maxilla. There is no justification
for such a procedure. Of course this statement must be qualified to
include situations in which the post mortem site does not include x-ray
equipment. In such situations it might be necessary to remove both maxilla
and mandible to take them to a site where radiographs may be produced.
Excision of Mandible.
I feel that the mandible should only be removed if absolutely necessary and
other methods have been tried first. If the mandible is to be removed then
this should be done using a retracted facial flap which can be replaced after
examination. If the mandible is removed it should never be removed from
the immediate vicinity of the body. All necessary examinations should be
done "there and then". I have worked in very difficult and challenging
surroundings and have not found this to be a problem. If removal is
effected to a distant location, this leads to all sorts of continuity problems,
which unfortunately occurred in the tsunami investigations.

Excision of other Tissues
This disarticulation/removal problem does not only apply to the jaws. In
the Phuket 1-2-Go airplane crash, for example, all the victims' tongues had
been removed. We had to search in the bottoms of filthy bags to find them
and replace them in the mouth! Also, in the tsunami, I distinctly remember
doing a final QA and finding four hands in one body bag.

Technique
As previously mentioned access to the mandible can be made by a
reflective facial flap, which is then replaced to hold the mandible in place.
For various reasons, in practice I prefer this to be done by a mortuary
technician if available.
Sensitivities
In the UK now, the family have the right to view the body no matter what
state it is in. We can only advise otherwise. The decision to view may be
made at a very late stage so this must be borne in mind when any
dissections are made.
After the "Marchioness" disaster in 1989 in the United Kingdom (where
hands were cut off to aid fingerprint identification) the general public (and
their lawyers) were extremely sensitive about the removal of any body part
or organ. Rightly so they expect the body to be handled with due

reverence, dignity and respect. This may be a problem in some jurisdictions
that do not realise that this sensitivity exists locally.

I think that it is important that Interpol does have an overall policy or
protocol that can be used for guidance. I understand that it is still the right
of the country in whose jurisdiction the accident takes place to have the
final word. But how much better is it that the visiting international experts
and advisors are all "singing in harmony"?

Summary

I hope that these initial observations are of interest and are useful. Please
feel free to pass my comments on if you feel that they are appropriate. I feel
that it is good that our ideas and practices are discussed here and in Lyon
rather that on deployment when a disaster occurs.

Annex 2

Recommendations

"Forensic odontologists must in cases of identification be free to suggest
the methods to secure optimal condition for examination, inclusive of
removing the jaws with teeth from the body. The procedure chosen must be
in accordance with the decision of the country responsible for the
identification.

"As a general principle, the jaws should not be removed from the body.
Removal of the jaws may be undertaken only when necessary and justified
through prior notification of the legal or controlling authority involved. In
cases where the jaws are removed they must be kept with the body at all
times. The jaws shall be repositioned in or on the body such that the
repatriated body can be viewed appropriately by the family members".



Members Section

The Reverend Doctor Amanda Elmes

Rev Dr Amanda Elmes and Rev Linda Rowlinson

Amanda Elmes was ordained Deacon by the Bishop of Chelmsford on
Sunday 29th June 2008 in Chelmsford Cathedral with eleven other
ordinands from the Colchester and Bradwell Episcopal Area. Chelmsford
Cathedral was overflowing with friends and relations who had come to
take part in the dignified and important occasion.

Amanda plans to carry on working part time in her dental practice and part
time in her new vocation. She plans to carry on dealing with dental
identification cases but feels that perhaps the 'dog collar' and 'bite marks'
no longer go together!

A number of BAFO members were invited to attend the ceremony in the
Cathedral and afterwards to join other friends for lunch in Colchester.

Congratulations and very best wishes Amanda from all your friends and
colleagues in BAFO.

Diploma in Forensic Human Identification

Jim Hardy received his Diploma in Forensic Human Identification from
the Master of the Society of Apothecaries of London at a Diploma
ceremony in May this year.

In order to be eligible to sit the examination candidates need to enrol on the
one weeks lecture course run at Baits and the London in February/March
each year. Candidates with significant practical experience may apply to
the Registrar for admission to the examination without enrolling on the
course, and such applications are considered on a case-by-case basis.

The examination consists of two papers. The first is a 3- hour short answer
question paper divided into 2 sections. Section A consists of 5 compulsory
questions on the topics of process management, living persons and the non-
skeletalised deceased (2 questions); the human skeleton; and legal issues.



Section B consists of 10 questions covering a broad range of the syllabus,
of which 5 must be answered.

The second paper lasts for 80 minutes and consists of 8 case histories and
relevant photographs with structured questions. Two case histories must be
attempted. Candidates must achieve an overall pass in the papers to be
admitted to the dissertation.

Jim Hardy receives his diploma from the Master of the Society of
Apothecaries

Thanks to Jim Hardy for the above notices

Membership Secretary's Notes

The following people were welcomed as new Members of BAFO 2007-08:

2007:
1. Vanessa Lee, Cardiff (joined Nov 06)
2. Gary Curtis, Havant
3. Noel Pollard (Associate member), High Peak
4. Martin Woods, London

2008 (to August):
1. Scheila Manica, London
2. Melanie Clarkson, Stamford
3. Fereshteh (Fran) Whatley, Southampton
4. Suzanne Noorbhai, Cardiff
5. Shaun Rose-nel, Barnstaple
6. Emma Marsh, Sleaford
7. Ceri Dewar, Hereford
8. Nathan Brown, Bristol

There are currently 137 members (August 2008):
1 x Honorary Life Member (Roger Summers)
132 x Full Members (Aug 07 = 124 Full Members)
4 x Associate Members (Aug 07 = 3 Associate Members)

The Committee will consider some new applications for membership at the
September committee meeting. Great care is taken to follow up all
references given and this, combined with a continuing 'cull' of those
members disinclined to pay our annual subscription, has resulted in a
membership largely comprising those with a genuine interest in forensic
odontology.

Please let me know of any change in your contact details. If this Newsletter
has not arrived at your current address, you have not told me that you have
moved!

Jane Reece
Membership Secretary BAFO

Dr JM Reece
Dental Centre Chatham
Brompton Barracks
Chatham
Kent
ME4 4UG
Tel: 01634 822262



Committee

Officers:

The constitution requires the following to retire or seek re-election
at the AGM in November 2008

• Treasurer (2008 - 2010): Ron Foden (willing to stand for re-
election)

• Membership Secretary (2008 - 2010): Jane Reece (not seeking
re-election)

• Academic Advisor (2008 - 2010): Geoff Craig (willing to stand
for re-election)

Nominations, endorsed by a Proposer and a Seconder, who must be
full members of BAFO, should be in the hands of the Secretary,
Simon Sampson, before the 28th October 2008.

Ordinary Members of the Committee:

It is usual for four ordinary members to sit on the committee and to
serve for a two year term. Usually these positions are staggered,
with two members being elected each year. Last year it was
necessary to elect four members, in order to fill the available
vacancies. The committee have decided that in order to bring the
position back to that of 'two off and two on', that two of the
existing Ordinary Members would stand down after only one year
on the committee, but be able to seek re-election for a further two
years.

Should any other member wish to be put forward for election as an
Ordinary Member of the committee, then nominations,
accompanied by the names of a Proposer and Seconder, all of
whom should be full members of BAFO, must be received by the
Secretary by 28th October 2008.

Notice of the Annual General Meeting

The Annual General Meeting of the British Association for Forensic
Odontology will be held at Manor House Hotel, Aldermaston at 4.30 on
Friday 7th November 2008

Items for any other business should be in the hands of the Secretary, Simon
Sampson, before 28th October.

AGENDA

1. Opening by President: Professor Geoff Craig

2. Apologies for absence

3. Minutes of the last AGM

4. Matters arising

5. President's Report
• Mentoring
• Peer Review

6. Treasurer's Report and adoption of accounts

7. Election of Officers (2008-2010)

• Treasurer
• Membership Secretary
• Academic Advisor

8. Election of two Ordinary Members of the Committee (2008 - 2010)
Nominations for membership of the committee should be with the secretary by
28lh October

9. Induction of President for 2008-2010: Dr W Shardlow

10. Any other business



Current Committee Members

President

President Elect
and Webmaster

Secretary

Dr Geoff Craig
Dept of Oral Pathology

School of Clinical dentistry
Claremont Crescent

Sheffield
S102TA

Dr Bill Shardlow
Greystonelees Farmhouse

Eyemouth
Berwickshire

TD14 5SZ
wshard@aol.com

Dr Simon Sampson
Morialta

Palmerston Road
Newhaven
E. Sussex
BN9 ONS

m07971898065

Dr Ron Foden
26B The Hornet

Chichester
West Sussex
PO194JG

Membership Secretary Dr Jane Reece
Dental Centre Chatham

Brompton Barracks
Chatham Kent

Tel 01634 8222262
Fax 01634 822108 ( FAO Dr Reece)

ddslsechacdpb@emsra. mod.uk
For all changes of address, Please Fax, phone, or e-mail to the above.

Treasurer

Ordinary members and their specific responsibilities if any are as follows:

Dr Numa Kapur

Dr Romina Carabott

Dr Phil Marsden

Dr Roland Rouble

Dr Paul Phillips

Co-opted members

Editor of the Newsletter
6, The Crescent,

Farnborough, Hants, GUI4 7AH
Tel 01252 548240 e-mail pauljudyphillips@googlemail.com

Dr. Roger Summers Police liaison

Courses

Digital Imaging - Skills Workshop

The recording of bitemarks and injuries using silver based 35-mm film and
the subsequent production of an album of colour photographs is now being
superseded by the use of digital cameras for primary image capture with the
submission of images in digital format for evaluation by expert witnesses.
To assist BAFO members in developing the skills associated with working
with digital images and imaging software it has been proposed that BAFO
members with an involvement with bitemark casework and those seeking
mentoring should meet at intervals to share experience and demonstrate
practical skills in this field.



The initial proposal is to arrange a residential weekend workshop,
structured essentially as a forum for presentations, practical demonstrations
and discussion, led by members with experience in bite mark cases, and
concerned mainly with the practical techniques used in all aspects of the
use of imaging associated with bite mark cases.

The sessions should have a logical progression from say:-
Image file format, receiving and secure storage of data files, duplication,
usage, assessment and interpretation of image files of injuries produced by
photographers. - then through the process of using software tools
(PhotoShop) in overlay production, comparisons, audit trail, report
production and court presentation.

This preliminary workshop will have the aim of sharing accumulated
experience in the use of practical techniques, in order for participants to
identify potential pitfalls and for individuals to perhaps bring into focus
those areas where their theoretical knowledge and practical skills may need
some refinement. Participants should certainly expect to learn from others
and should also value and benefit from the opportunity to have a critical
peer evaluation of methods used and the effectiveness of presentation in a
forum other than that of involvement in an adversarial Court case. It is
hoped that discussions will also identify possible topics for future
meetings, project work or short papers for publication and stimulate an
exercise in reviewing the reliability, reproducibility and accuracy of
techniques adopted. The outcome, hopefully, should then be a critical
distillation of examples of current best practice and core knowledge and
skills in imaging applied to bite mark analysis, report production and
presentation of evidence.

As to the practicalities - participants should be prepared to bring along a
laptop with imaging software installed (it may be possible to provide a few
workstations and demonstration limited software). Numbers may be
limited by the venue. It is envisaged that the venue for the preliminary
meeting outlined above would be in London early in 2009. If you wish to
participate please contact Ron Foden (e-mail r.d.foden@talk21.com) It
would be useful if you could state whether you would be willing to give a
presentation or demonstration - and if so, give a brief outline.

Also, list in order of preference several topics you would like to see
demonstrated and discussed in depth. Please list any dates Jan-March 2009
that you would be unavailable. If a sufficient number of members register
an interest then a programme will be put together for circulation together
with booking details.

THE CHANGING FACE OF ODONTOLOGY PROVISION IN THE
U.K.

The last decade or so has seen a rapid increase in the regulation of all areas
of working life coupled, in the writer's opinion, with a reduction in respect
for the learned professions, at least as regards the confidence reposed in
their ability to regulate themselves. Whether we like it or not, it is now
necessary to prove that one is capable of doing one's job by jumping
through hoops that would, not so many years ago, have been regarded as
pointless if not down right insulting.

But is there any alternative to going with the flow? It would seem not,
since governing bodies accept the need for such and are not slow to
promote it for, no doubt, the best of reasons. It seems, therefore, that we,
B.A.F.O., must follow the course. It means a change of emphasis from our
early educational and social aims to further our subject to include
accreditation of all members but we are a democratic Association and this
must be done by consensus.

The purpose of this article is, therefore to acquaint you with two areas that
your Committee is currently looking at and to ask for any comments that
you wish to make, either in me or at our AGM.

The first area is the upda t ing of the "Police List" of suitably experienced
people which has been in existence for quite a few years and organised on
an informal basis up to now This list is now being updated, having been
taken over by the new Nat ional Police Improvement Agency based, in this
area, at Wyboston in Bedfordshire. The List itself has been formulated by
application to the Commillee of appropriate members and according to
reasonable criteria of i-\ |nm-nce decided by the Committee and the result
forwarded to NPIA. Tin- area yet to be decided is NPIA's keenness for
peer review, which is, in f.nieral, not unknown to us, I think.



Some members have availed themselves of accreditation by the Council for
the Registration of Forensic Practitioners (which has been available to us
for some 7/8 years) which includes peer review on initial application and
four-yearly thereafter. It is agreed with NP1A that further review for such
people is not necessary.

For those members not so registered, we need to set up a peer review
system "in house" - it would not seek to argue with members' conclusions
in case-work provided they were reasonable but merely (and most
importantly) look for "safe pairs of hands" in an approach to cases that was
comprehensive, understandable and satisfactory to all, not least the Courts.

To that end, it seems sensible to your Committee to adopt a variant of the
CRFP system - anything put into effect must be robust enough to inspire
confidence - and that system is simple, relatively quick and acceptable to
police and courts. Ideas so far accepted include

• Reviewers to be appointed by the Committee from among our
most experienced members.

• Applicants be asked to forward details of their (? max. 10) most
recent cases (or less, as appropriate and without unfavourable
conclusions).

• One reviewer to be assigned to request details (Statement) of two
of those cases (at his/her discretion).

• That reviewer to asses candidate's reliability.
• If OK, accepted. If not OK (considered, with CRFP, experience

unlikely) reviewer can ask for further case Statements. If still
unsatisfied, candidate rejected.

• Appeal in cases of rejection (hardly likely if common sense
applied on both sides) to our Committee.

The second area for consideration concerns the way in which un- or little-
experienced members may gain access to regular consultation. It is
becoming increasingly difficult to gain accreditation without hands-on
experience (e.g. NPIA and CRFP) and this aspect is not going to lessen,
though it is a "chicken and egg" situation. Without accreditation,

consultation becomes ever more unlikely. We need to ensure properly
trained and reliable "safe hands" for the future - we have lost quite a few
members to death, retirement, emigration, etc. recently.

How else are less experienced people to gain relevant experience except
by mentoring'?

This has been tried before, but in a rather half-hearted fashion, because

• Experienced members pointed out, quite reasonably, that less
experienced people would not make the effort to make themselves
available at need.

• Potential beneficiaries from such schemes thought that they could
advance themselves without making any personal effort and
complained that they were not kept sufficiently in touch with case
developments.

Such attempts therefore failed. But now mentoring seems to be the only
and essential way forward for less experienced people to secure a career
pathway, which we otherwise lack. The essentials so far considered are:

THE ONUS must lie with the mentee - it is to their advantage after all
and short notice and/or geography will be no different from actual
instruction.

MATCHING MENTORS TO MENTEES

• Establish induces of both
• Match one to another, with agreement
• Formulate ;i auk- ul conduct for both

MENTORS' RESPONSIBILITIES

• To acquaint memoes usap when instructed
• Obtain instructor 's consent to mentee's involvement
• Provide copy Slak-ments, photos etc.



• Keep mentee an fait with progress, dates for impression taking,
any meetings, and trial.

• Be prepared to "mark" mentee's efforts
• Introduce mentee to instructors

MENTEE'S RESPONSIBILITIES

• To react positively to any contact and go out of their way to
attend as appropriate (ignoring short notice, geography etc.)

• To expect no payment
• To complete appropriate model Statement/Report for Mentor on

information provided
• To compile a case book of mentored cases
• To expect to be allowed to run cases themselves under Mentor's

guidance after proof of competence
• To expect recommendation for inclusion by NPIA, CRFP etc after

suitable experience
• May have to go to Court

DISTANCE LEARNING AND COURSES

These may have a place, though I am not so sure. There is no substitute
for the witness box! Hands-on experience is what is required by NPIA
and CRFP. We must not dilute present requirements.

There might be a place for a short course where all mentees are given the
same information (perhaps including some mistakes of medical
terminology, for instance) and asked to write a Statement for
marking/discussion. I am not certain of any value otherwise.

Comments please, either at the AGM or to
Graham Ritchie
The Forge
Burnt House Lane
Battisford
Stowmarket
IP14 2ND Email: graham@grdent.f9.co.uk


